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ABSTRACT: Orbital angular momentum of light (OAM) is
attracting increasing attention in conjunction with the
continuing development of high-speed optical communica-
tions. The unlimited nature of OAM allows its multiple
degrees of freedom to be used in communications applications.
In the OAM multiplexing technique, different OAMs provide
independent channels to carry and deliver different data. An
OAM multiplexing scheme in the terahertz (THz) band based
on use of a single-layer metasurface is demonstrated
numerically and experimentally in this work. The designed
structure generates four focused phase vortex beams that have different topological charges under illumination by a Gaussian
beam, which means that OAM multiplexing with four channels is realized. When an individual vortex beam is used as the incident
light, only one channel is identified and extracted as a focal spot; that is, demultiplexing of the OAM signal is achieved. The
structure has subwavelength-level thickness, which enriches the number of potential approaches available for the miniaturization
and integration of THz communication systems. The performance of the designed OAM multiplexing and demultiplexing device
shows excellent agreement between the theoretical predictions and experimental results, thus indicating that this device is suitable
for ultrahigh-speed THz communications.
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Orbital angular momentum of light (OAM), which is
dependent on the spatial distribution of the optical field,

is the angular momentum component of a light beam. In the
1990s, it was found that phase vortex beams, which have a
phase term that can be described by exp(ilθ), have an OAM of
lℏ per photon, where l is the topological charge, θ is the
azimuthal angle, and ℏ is Planck’s constant h divided by 2π.
Another angular momentum property of light is the spin
angular momentum (SAM), which is associated with the spin of
the photon, and the SAM can be ±ℏ per photon. The SAM is
expressed as a left or right circular polarization.1−3 Unlike the
SAM, the OAM is unlimited and thus has many more degrees
of freedom that can be used. Recently, the OAM has become a
research hotspot because of its various applications in fields
including optical manipulation, optical trapping, optical
tweezers, quantum information processing, and, in particular,
high-speed optical communications.4−14

There are two basic methods for use of the OAM in optical
communications. Similar to other physical dimensions such as
frequency, time, complex amplitude, and polarization, it is
possible to use either an OAM modulation scheme or an OAM
multiplexing technique. When using the OAM modulation
scheme, different data can be encoded into different OAMs.
However, in OAM multiplexing, the different OAMs are used
as independent channels to carry and deliver the different data.

Therefore, OAM multiplexing offers the potential to increase
the transmission capacity and efficiency of communication
systems tremendously. Various multiplexing technologies are
available in optical communications, including wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM),15−17 optical time-division multi-
plexing (OTDM),18 polarization-division multiplexing
(PDM),15−19 space-division multiplexing (SDM),19 and
mode-division multiplexing (MDM).20 These technologies
allow users to combine OAM multiplexing with other
multiplexing approaches. When OAM multiplexing was
combined with PDM, which required use of 16 OAM beams
and two polarizations, 2.56 Tbit/s free-space communication
was achieved on a single wavelength.21 A combination of OAM
multiplexing with WDM enabled operation of a 2 Tbit/s data
link in free space using two OAM beams at 25 wavelengths22

and 1.6 Tbit/s transmission when using two OAM modes at 10
wavelengths in a vortex fiber.23 These higher dimensions of
combination allow higher communication speeds, and high-
speed communication at 100 Tbit/s was achieved over both
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free space and a special vortex fiber using a combination of
OAM multiplexing, WDM, and PDM.24

Terahertz (THz) radiation, which is also known as
submillimeter radiation, occupies the middle ground between
microwaves and infrared light waves. Because of unique
properties such as low photon energy and high penetrability,
THz radiation can be used in a wide range of applications
including security checks, medical examinations, astronomy,
and communications. THz radiation can also be used as a
carrier for ultrahigh-speed communications. It has been
demonstrated that a THz emitter has a 50 Gbit/s data transfer
speed and approaches a Tbit/s rate when using a simple single
communication channel.25,26 To further increase THz
communication speeds, multiplexing technology must be
adopted. However, because of the longer wavelength properties
of THz radiation, the component required for THz radiation
modulation is quite large and blocks integration of the THz
communication system. Recently, the emerging technology of
metasurfaces, which are composed of arrays of subwavelength
antennas, has demonstrated attractive properties for potential
applications, including small size, light weight, and low cost.
Metasurfaces have been applied to shaping of wavefronts of
light by introducing an abrupt interfacial phase discontinuity
between the visible and microwave frequencies.27−30 By
modulating both the phase and the amplitude of the
electromagnetic waves, metasurfaces can easily be used to
generate phase vortex beams.31−34 The integration of OAM
multiplexing with SDM, WDM, and PDM into a single
ultrathin metasurface for operation in the visible light band has
been achieved in numerical simulations.35 An ultrathin
nanostructured OAM generator with multiple focal planes
along its longitudinal direction has been realized for operation
in the visible light band, which achieved OAM multiplexing
experimentally along the propagation direction.36 However, the
distributions of the different OAM patterns along the
propagation direction will lead to difficulties in multiplexing.
Moreover, an ultrathin optical device that can simultaneously
realize a polarization-controllable hologram and superposition
of OAM in multiple channels was experimentally demonstrated
in the visible light band. By continuously controlling the
polarization state of the incident light, the polarization-
dependent holographic images in two channels along the
horizontal direction and the continuous control of OAM
superposition in two channels along the vertical direction are
realized.37 However, OAM generation and multiplexing devices
for operation in the THz band that can integrate and
miniaturize a THz communication system have not been
realized to date.
In this paper, OAM multiplexing in the THz band based on a

single-layer metasurface has been demonstrated both numeri-
cally and experimentally. The designed structure can generate
four focused phase vortex beams with different topological
charges under an incident Gaussian beam, which means that it
can then realize OAM multiplexing with four channels. When
using each of the individual vortex beams as incident beams,
only one channel will be identified and extracted at the focal
spot; that is, OAM demultiplexing was also achieved. The
fabricated structure has dimensions of approximately 1.0 × 1.0
cm2, and its thickness is on the subwavelength scale, which will
enrich the range of approaches that can be used for
miniaturization and integration of THz communication
systems. The performances of the designed OAM multiplexing
and demultiplexing devices show excellent agreement between

the theoretical predictions and the experimental results, which
indicates that this approach will be useful for ultrahigh-speed
THz communications device design.

■ DESIGN
As shown in Figure 1a, when an x-polarized THz Gaussian
wave was used as the incident beam, four vortex beams with

different topological charges were scattered in four different
directions. The focused vortex beams with topological charges
of = +1, −1, +2, and −2 corresponded to the tilt directions
along the −x-, +x-, +y-, and −y-axes, respectively, which means
that the designed structure can achieve OAM multiplexing.
When a vortex beam with one of the topological charges of =
+1, −1, +2, or −2 impinges on the structure, the predesigned
vortex beam with the inverse topological charge counteracts
this beam to generate a focal spot (i.e., if the incident beam is a
vortex beam with =−1, a focal spot will be generated with tilt
along the −x direction), as shown in Figure 1b; this means that
OAM demultiplexing has been realized.
The basic antenna structure is shown in Figure 2a and

consists of a C-shaped slot on a gold sheet and a substrate
composed of a 500-μm-thick double-side-polished high-
resistivity silicon wafer. When a linearly polarized electro-
magnetic wave impinges on the antenna unit, both symmetric
and antisymmetric modes can be excited and a cross-polarized
field is then scattered by these two modes. The amplitude and
phase of the re-emitted field can then be modulated by
adjusting the geometrical parameters of the antennas. The
antenna parameters are indicated in Figure 2a. P is the antenna
period, which is 100 μm. R and r are the outer and inner radii of
the C-shaped slot and are 40 and 30 μm, respectively. The
azimuth angle α of the C-shaped slot is defined as the angle
between the symmetric axis of the slot and the x-axis, while β is
the opening angle of the split. Sixteen antennas were used to
realize phase modulation of the cross-polarized wave over the
range from 0 to 2π with identical amplitude modulation at the
operating frequency of 0.8 THz. The first eight antennas are
shown in Figure 2b; the azimuth angle for each of these
antennas is α = 45° and their opening angles are β = 5°, 17°,
30°, 45°, 70°, 115°, 135°, and 145°. The other eight antennas
have the same range of opening angles as the first eight
antennas but an azimuth angle α of −45°. Using these 16
antennas, the phase modulation of the transmitted cross-
polarized THz wave can reach 2π with a constant phase
difference of π/4, while the amplitude transmission is
maintained at approximately 22% at the operating frequency
of 0.8 THz, as shown in Figure 2c. The amplitude transmission

Figure 1. Schematics of (a) OAM multiplexing and (b) OAM
demultiplexing.
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is not so good because of the low polarization conversion
efficiency of the single-layer gold antenna; one may use a
multilayer metasurface or dielectric metasurface to improve the
efficiency.38,39 The antenna parameters and the modulation
results were obtained by appropriate simulations using
commercial FDTD Solutions simulation software based on
the finite-difference time-domain method. The antenna unit
shown in Figure 2a was constructed as the model for the
simulations. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in both
the x and y directions, while perfectly matched layers are used
as the boundary condition in the propagation direction. The
refractive index of the silicon wafer is determined to be 3.4 in
the simulation. The device is composed of 100 × 100 antenna
units and was fabricated using a combination of vacuum
evaporation, photolithography, and a subsequent deposition
process. An image of part of the sample is shown in Figure 2d
and shows that the C-shaped slots were fabricated well.
To obtain the phase profile expected for multiplexing of four

OAMs, the phase distributions of each of the vortex beams are
superposed with the tilt phase distributions for the four
different directions along the ±x and ±y directions. The vortex
phase distributions with the different values of topological
charge can be described as functions of their positions as
follows:

φ = = ± ±⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠x y l

y
x

l( , ) arctan , 1, 2l (1)

The phase distributions of the four tilt wavefronts are described
as follows:
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where D = 3200 μm is the super-unit-cell period along the
phase gradient direction. Under normal incidence, the angle of
refraction can be calculated to be θt = 6.7°.
We superposed the vortex phase distributions and the tilt
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These four phase distributions are then arranged in the device.
The device is composed of 100 × 100 antenna units, and the
cell in the nth row and the mth column thus has the following
phase distribution:

Figure 2. (a) Schematic view of an antenna unit. The antenna period is P = 100 μm. The outer and inner radii of the C-shaped slot are R = 40 μm
and r = 30 μm, respectively. α is the azimuth angle of the C-shaped slot, while β is the opening angle of the split. (b) Top view of the first eight
antennas, which have α = 45° and opening angles of β = 5°, 17°, 30°, 45°, 70°, 115°, 135°, and 145°. The other eight antennas have the same
opening angles as the first eight antennas but have an azimuth angle of α = −45°. (c) Simulated scattering amplitudes and phases of cross-polarized
radiation from the individual antenna unit at 0.8 THz. (d) Micrograph of the fabricated structure, where the scale bar represents 50 μm.
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where p and q are integers in the range from 1 to 50. Finally,
the phase distribution of a focusing lens is attached to focus the
vortex beam that has been generated on the focal plane. The
phase distribution of the focusing lens can then be obtained
based on the equal optical path principle, as follows:

φ π
λ

= − + +x y f x y z( , )
2

( )2 2 2
(5)

where f is the focal length of the lens, which is set at 15 mm,
and λ = 375 μm is the working wavelength. The phase value is
wrapped within the range from 0 to 2π and is then quantized
into 16 values. Based on the Fourier transform characteristics,
the tilt wavefront will cause a shift at the lens focal plane; the
center of the generated vortex beam will therefore be shifted
from the coordinate origin. The designed shift in the focal spot
from the coordinate origin can be calculated as follows:

θ θ λ

θ θ λ

Δ = ≈ = ±

Δ = ≈ = ±

x f f f
D

y f f f
D

sin tan

sin tan

f t t

f t t (6)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate the OAM multiplexing properties of the
designed structure during propagation, z-scan measurements
were performed by simply moving the structure along the z-
axis. The distance between the structure and the probe crystal is
varied from 5 mm to 15 mm in steps of 0.1 mm. The amplitude

distributions measured along the z-axis are shown in Figure 3b,
while the simulated results are shown in Figure 3a; the
amplitude distributions of all vortex beams had preformed
doughnut shapes, but the square-shaped modulation was
attributed to the square aperture shape of the structure. The
nonuniformity on the ring is caused by the transmission
discrepancy. As one can see, the image quality is not so good;
this is attributed to the limited cell numbers, which were
restricted by the inherent major wavelength of THz waves and
the small imaging area of the experimental setup. Figure 3c and
d show the phase profiles that were obtained numerically and
experimentally, respectively. Figure 3d shows that four vortex
beams with different topological charges were generated with
almost identical phase profiles to those of the simulated results
at the predesigned positions. The measured positions and the
relative errors for each of the generated vortex beams are shown
in Table 1, which shows that the relative errors at all positions

are less than 10%. All the measured amplitude distributions and
phase profiles coincided with the simulated results, which
indicated that the designed structure achieved OAM multi-
plexing with four channels.
To demonstrate OAM demultiplexing, four vortex phase

plates were fabricated to generate the required vortex beams
with topological charges of = +1, −1, +2, and −2. Figure 4c
and d show the amplitude distributions for incident vortex

Figure 3. Results of OAM multiplexing. (a, b) Simulated and experimental amplitude distributions of the z-scan. (c, d) Simulated and experimental
phase profiles at the predesigned focal plane, which is located at z = 15 mm.

Table 1. Measured Positions and Relative Errors for Each
Vortex Beam Generated during OAM Multiplexing

a xb [mm] y [mm] relative error [%]

1 −1.73 0 1.1
−1 1.67 0 4.5
2 0 1.65 5.7
−2 0 −1.58 9.7

aTopological charge. bThe calculated distance for all vortex beams was
1.76 mm.
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beams with = −1 and = −2, respectively. The corresponding
simulated results are shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively.
When the vortex beam with = −1 was used as the incident
light, a focal spot with a Gaussian amplitude distribution was
generated at x = −1.71 mm, y = 0 mm, with a relative distance
error of 2.2%; when the vortex beam with = −2 was used as
the incident light, the focal spot was generated at x = 0 mm, y =
1.69 mm, with a relative distance error of 3.4%. When the other
two vortex beams were used as the incident light, similar results
were obtained, which means that the designed structure
realized OAM demultiplexing.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, OAM multiplexing and demultiplexing based on
use of a single metasurface has been demonstrated numerically
and experimentally. The designed structure realized four
individual OAM multiplexing channels under an incident
Gaussian beam; then, when each individual vortex beam was
used as an incident beam, one corresponding channel was
identified and extracted in the form of a focal spot, and thus
OAM demultiplexing was achieved. Four OAM channels were
generated based on the design method; if one wants more
multiplexing channels, the method based on Dammann
gratings31,40 may be used to improve the communication
capacity. The performances of the designed OAM multiplexing
and demultiplexing devices showed excellent agreement
between the theoretical predictions and experimental results,
which indicated that this approach will be useful in the design
of ultrahigh-speed THz communication devices.

■ METHODS
In the experiments, a THz holographic imaging system41,42 was
used to characterize the performance of the designed structure.
A schematic of part of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 5. The light source was a 100 fs ultrashort laser pulse
with an 8 mm spot diameter, an 800 nm central wavelength,
and a 1 kHz repetition rate that was produced by a Ti:sapphire
regenerative amplifier. The laser beam, which had an average

power of 900 mW, was divided into two parts, which were then
used as the pump (880 mW) and probe (20 mW) beams
required for generation and detection of the THz waves,
respectively. The pump beam impinged upon a 1-mm-thick
⟨110⟩ ZnTe crystal to generate the THz beam via the optical
rectification effect. The horizontally polarized (x-polarized)
THz beam, which had a diameter of 24 mm, passed through a
THz polarizer to maintain its polarization before impinging on
the structure, and the scattered vertically polarized (y-
polarized) THz beam was detected using another ⟨110⟩
ZnTe crystal. In the probe optical path, a half-wave plate and
a polarizer were used to modulate the probe beam polarization.
The probe beam with the y-polarization was then reflected by a
nonpolarizing beam splitter (T:R = 5:5) toward the sensor
crystal. In the sensor crystal, the polarization of the probe beam
was modulated by the THz field via the Pockels effect, and the
reflected probe beam was then captured using the imaging unit.
The imaging unit consisted of a 4f system (two convex lenses,
denoted by L2 and L3), a quarter-wave plate, a polarized beam
splitter (PBS), and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.
The PBS was used to split the probe beam into two beams with
orthogonal polarizations, and the two images of the sensor
crystal were then projected onto the CCD camera by the 4f
system. The THz complex field could then be extracted using
the balanced electro-optic detection technique. By varying the
optical path difference between the THz beam and the probe
beam, 100 temporal images could be captured at each time
delay with a time window of 17 ps. The amplitude and phase
information at the different frequencies could then be extracted
by performing Fourier transformations on the temporal signals
that occurred at each pixel.
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